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Resource Guide for Educators and Students Grades 4–12  

What is traditional music? It’s music that's passed on from one person to another, music that 
arises from one or more cultures, from their history and geography. It's music that can tell a 
story or evoke emotions ranging from celebratory joy to quiet reflection. Traditional music is 
usually played live in community settings such as dances, people's houses and small halls.  

In each 30-minute episode of Carry On™, musical explorer and TikTok sensation Hal Walker 
interviews a musician who plays traditional music. Episodes air live, allowing students to pose 
questions. Programs are then archived so you can listen to them any time from your classroom 
or home. Visit Carry On's YouTube channel for live shows and archived episodes. 

Episode 14, Batzorig Vaanchig 

Batzorig Vaanchig is a Mongolian throat singer and traditional musician. He was fascinated 
from an early age with the sound of throat singing and studied it at the Institute of Culture in 
Ulaanbaatar, the capital of Mongolia, graduating as a music teacher and musician. He has won 
several music awards and toured the world as a performer. 

Throat singing produces more than one pitch at the same time. A lower "foundation" pitch 
serves as a drone, and overtones (or harmonics) are sounded above, sometimes as whistling-
type melodies. 

In the Mongolian language, throat singing is called khöömei. Various spellings in the English 
alphabet include höömei, khöömii and xöömii. Batzorig sings in two main styles on our episode: 
kharkhiraa ("deep" khöömei) and isgeree ("whistling" khöömei).  

Singers learn to master different muscles in the throat and sustain an air flow with even 
pressure—Batzorig calls it "pushing." It can take years to master throat singing, which has been 
used for spiritual or ceremonial purposes, to sing babies to sleep, to tell stories, to call animals, 
and to imitate sounds of the landscape and nature. Throat singers may imitate horses and 
horseback riding, sounds of animals, wind, water, birds and even mosquitoes. 

Mongolian-style throat singing originated in the region of modern-day western Mongolia and 
the republics of Altai, Khakassia and Tuva of southern Russia, in landscapes of mountain, steppe 
and desert. Throat singing in these areas is called kai, khai, and khöömei, respectively. Follow 

http://www.youtube.com/carryontraditionalmusic
https://youtu.be/4mEKJJtbLBw
https://youtu.be/Mhr0XbGBOPg
https://www.facebook.com/throat.singing/videos/1025176974172142
https://youtu.be/AxttAghqrv8?t=38
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the links to hear examples of each; the Altai kai is particularly impressive (skip the ads). Most 
styles of throat singing have been traditionally performed by men, but women now practice it 
in increasing numbers; this video showcases women throat singers. 

Throat singing is practiced by other groups in other parts of the world, where the overtones 
may not be as pronounced or used to make melodies: 

• Singers in the Russian republic of Bashkortostan, in southwestern Russia. 
• Buddhist monks in the Tibet region of China (the overtones here are used to make 

chant-like melodies). 
• Xhosa women in central South Africa; in this video, they are demonstrating for students 

of throat singing. 
• Inuit women living near the Arctic Circle in Canada, who practice a form of throat 

singing called katajjaq. Traditionally, it's a back-and-forth vocal game between two 
women. Two sisters explain and demonstrate katajjait (spelling of the name varies). 
TikTok star Shina Novalinga demonstrates singing with her mother and alone in a song 
she calls "The Little Puppy." This BBC article explains the art and its history. 

In recent years, traditional throat singing artists have incorporated into their art other kinds of 
music such as rock, pop and electronic music. In this YouTube video, artists combine Bashkir 
traditional music and instruments into a modern-sounding mix. A brief snippet of throat singing 
can be heard around this point. 

Batzorig uses two traditional instruments. He starts off with the horsehead fiddle (morin khuur). 
The strings are made from horsehair; the bow is also strung with horsehair. When he switches 
to a storytelling song, Batzorig plays instrument called the tovshuur. This lute-like instrument is 
used for telling fairy tales and long stories.  

The Mongolian "long song" (urtiin duu) is a special form of music. It not only takes a long time 
to perform, but singers' syllables are extended for long durations. In 2005, UNESCO (the United 
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization) declared the Mongolian long song a 
Masterpiece of Oral and Intangible Heritage of Humanity. It is a "lyrical chant" linked to the life 
of nomads, often performed at celebrations. The first song Batzorig performs may be part of a 
long song—listen for the long, drawn-out syllables near the end of the song. 

Vocabulary  

Drone – A note or chord (several notes together) continuously sounded during a piece of music. 
It serves as a foundation for the music. It may not change pitch; if it does, it may happen only 
once or a few times during the piece. 

Melody – The tune, the single most noticeable line, usually the one you end up singing along 
with. 

Overtones, or harmonics – Every pitch, or note, is actually made up of multiple pitches. We 
usually hear the primary pitch, which is the "foundation" of the sound. But above it are 
overtones that aren't heard unless they are isolated. On a stringed instrument, touching the 

https://youtu.be/Mhr0XbGBOPg
https://youtu.be/qhSEKxQjOpY
https://youtu.be/cRMlQ2OtZlY?t=16
https://youtu.be/DTKGpDIJn_o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8IqOegVCNKI
https://www.tiktok.com/@shinanova/video/6956748077021547782?lang=en&is_copy_url=0&is_from_webapp=v1&sender_device=pc&sender_web_id=6919967386553042437
https://www.tiktok.com/@shinanova/video/6961062119970295045?lang=en&is_copy_url=0&is_from_webapp=v1&sender_device=pc&sender_web_id=6919967386553042437
http://www.bbc.com/travel/story/20210414-a-revival-of-indigenous-throat-singing
https://youtu.be/ChNEtJmmjRo
https://youtu.be/ChNEtJmmjRo?t=240
https://youtu.be/ZxvhR_PGQUI
https://youtu.be/4mEKJJtbLBw?t=924
https://youtu.be/WGl1DcC_kWQ
https://youtu.be/CtVgE_iP694
https://ich.unesco.org/en/RL/urtiin-duu-traditional-folk-long-song-00115
https://youtu.be/4mEKJJtbLBw?t=319
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string lightly at key points (instead of firmly pressing against the neck) produces an overtone of 
the primary pitch—a higher, glassy-sounding note. A throat singer does roughly the same thing 
with the voice; in certain styles, this allows you to hear both the primary pitch and the upper 
harmonic. 

Activities and Questions for Students  

Before you watch the episode—Locate the following places on Google Maps or a printed map. 
Mongolia:  Locate the country, its capital of Ulaanbaatar, and Bayankhongor province, 

where Batzorig is from. 
Russia: The independent republics of Altai, Khakassia, Tuva and Bashkortostan. 
Region:  The Arctic Circle (Google "Arctic Circle" and click on images to see the 

boundaries of the Circle). 
Countries: South Africa, Canada, Tibet (autonomous region of China). 

After you watch the episode—Complete assigned activities and questions from this list, which 
progresses from simpler to more complex. 

1. When you're learning to play music by ear, you listen to learn—just like when you're a 
baby learning to talk, you listen to people talking. What song is "in your ear" that you 
can sing from memory? 

2. Can you hum part of the tune Batzorig's daughter sings on our episode? How much of 
her tune can you hum? 

3. Throat singing often imitates sounds of nature. What sounds of nature do you hear 
when Batzorig demonstrates throat singing? What about HERE, in this song he performs 
with his daughter Maral?   

4. In this performance with Batzorig's daughter Maral, she plays an unnamed instrument. 
What do you think it does for the music? What does it remind you of? Does it imitate a 
sound from nature?  

5. On the Netflix series Marco Polo, Batzorig performed a song called "Beautiful Steppe." 
What is a "steppe"? Use a dictionary or Google. 

6. Inuit women living near the Arctic Circle in Canada practice a form of throat singing. Use 
Google: What is the Arctic Circle? What defines it?  

7. What animals could your instrument imitate or portray? How? With trills, harmonics, 
plucks, tapping or other tricks? If you don't play an instrument, how could your voice 
imitate animals and sounds of nature? 

8. Learning throat singing can take years, but you can try "faking" it. Sit or stand with your 
trunk straight. Breathe in using diaphragmatic breathing (letting your belly expand). 
Now "sing" a low note (just make a low, steady noise) and change the shape of your 
mouth to change the sound. Can you hear harmonics (higher tones) at any point? 

9. Throat singing was not practiced openly during much of the 20th century until the 
1980s. Do a little Internet research—why do you think this was? 

10. Do some Internet research—what languages are spoken in Mongolia? What alphabet do 
they use? 

https://www.google.com/maps
https://youtu.be/4mEKJJtbLBw?t=1530
https://youtu.be/4mEKJJtbLBw?t=692
https://youtu.be/VYtf5Io2bIg?t=197
https://youtu.be/4mEKJJtbLBw?t=1530
https://youtu.be/TPlX7VMdk9E
https://www.britannica.com/art/throat-singing
https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/what-languages-are-spoken-in-mongolia.html
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11. You are a reporter for your school's newspaper. Write and illustrate a review of this 
artist, what he talked about, and the music you heard. Describe the music, your favorite 
things about it, and what more you wish you could see or know about. Be sure to give 
your article a descriptive title!  

12. The first song Batzorig performs on our episode is about Genghis Khan. Do a little 
Internet research—who was Genghis Khan? What did he do for Mongolia? For Asia? 

13. In recent years, artists have blended traditional throat singing with pop, rock and 
electronic music. Do you think throat singing should remain strictly traditional? Or do 
you think it's ok to mix it with modern musical styles? What does it do for the music to 
1) keep it strictly traditional or 2) allow it to evolve with modern times? There are no 
wrong answers! 

14. In every song Batzorig plays, he employs a musical technique to signal the end of the 
song. What technique does he use? 

15. Do some Internet research on the history of Mongolia. Starting around 1200, who are 
the people who have ruled the region, one after another? Who surprises you the 
most—which rulers? 

16. How do you think the landscape of western Mongolia and Altai and Tuva (in Russia) 
fostered the emergence of throat singing?  

17. This an article about UNESCO's Collection of Traditional Music. UNESCO is the United 
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization—the agency that declared 90 
art forms around the world as Masterpieces of the Oral and Intangible Heritage of 
Humanity. The article is fascinating but long; read at least the third paragraph. Now take 
a look at the list of Intangible Heritage art forms—do you have personal knowledge of 
any art forms on the list? Which ones? Do you see any you'd like to learn about? What 
value do you see in our learning about art and music of other cultures? There are no 
wrong answers! 

Additional Resources 

Batzorig Vaanchig 
Batzorig's website includes his bio, his accomplishments and recordings, several 
performance videos, and news articles about Batzorig and his band, Khusugtun. 
Batzorig's Facebook page, with links to many videos of him and other artists from around 
Mongolia. 
Batzorig's Instagram page.  
Batzorig's YouTube channel, with links to various performances. 
Khusugtun Ethnic Band (YouTube) – Batzorig helped found this performing group, which 
tours the world. They can be heard HERE at Royal Albert Hall in London; they begin by 
talking about the music and the origin of the name Khusugtun. 
Song "Beautiful Steppe" – Batzorig on the Marco Polo Netflix series, Episode 10. Here is the 
song in its entirety, with translation of the lyrics. 

https://youtu.be/4mEKJJtbLBw?t=319
https://www.britannica.com/place/Mongolia
https://folkways.si.edu/magazine-summer-2015-unesco-world-of-music/article/smithsonian
https://ich.unesco.org/doc/src/00264-EN.pdf
https://ich.unesco.org/doc/src/00264-EN.pdf
https://www.batzorigvaanchig.com/
https://www.facebook.com/ThroatSingerBatzorigV
https://www.instagram.com/batzorigv/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC7iOOQkDrWY-xfGCFQXmbfg
https://youtu.be/eJDWCoL8cKY
https://youtu.be/NQkrsdjJB2s?t=100
https://youtu.be/dvZm1JJb2p4
https://youtu.be/TPlX7VMdk9E
https://youtu.be/TPlX7VMdk9E
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"Hotgoidiin Unaga" (YouTube) – Two versions of a song Batzorig performs with his daughter 
Maral. In this version, she's younger and the performance more traditional. In this version, 
Maral is a year older, and the song is supplemented with background music and Maral's 
cello playing. She also does some traditional dance moves.  
Batzorig singing to his small child, fascinated by the amazing sounds coming out of Dad.  

Throat Singing  
"The Mongolian Traditional Art of Khöömei" (YouTube) – UNESCO film on khöömei.  
Britannica article on throat singing throughout the world (website). 
"Five Main Styles of Tuvan Throat Singing" (YouTube) – On our episode, you can hear 
Batzorig use similar styles. 
Bai Terek Ensemble (YouTube) – Altai throat singing.  
University of Arizona (article) – Recent research on Tuvan throat singers in the group Huun-
Huur-Tu has solved the physical mystery of throat singing. 

Tell us what you think! 

We want to make Carry On™ even more useful and enjoyable for students and educators across 
the country. Send us your feedback! Tell us what you liked and what we could do better. And 
please… tell other educators and schools about the show. Help us all carry on! 

 

With the help of generous donors, Carry On™ is produced by the nonprofit Northeast Ohio 
Musical Heritage Association (NEOMHA). The show is programmed by Laura Lewis,  

artistic director of NEOMHA's Lake Erie Folk Fest. Carry On's resource guides are the work of 
writer and musician Rita Lewis. 

© 2020 Northeast Ohio Musical Association, all rights reserved 

https://youtu.be/gAua3u3DXfU
https://youtu.be/VYtf5Io2bIg
https://youtu.be/HO9B1xWj8G4
https://youtu.be/hV8EJOvvPvY
https://www.britannica.com/art/throat-singing
https://youtu.be/vo34v7QQ254
https://youtu.be/Mhr0XbGBOPg
https://news.arizona.edu/story/researchers-solve-mystery-tuvan-throat-singing
https://youtu.be/i0djHJBAP3U
https://youtu.be/i0djHJBAP3U
mailto:carryontraditionalmusic@gmail.com
http://www.carryontraditionalmusic.com/
https://neomha.org/
https://neomha.org/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/laurarlewis/
https://www.lakeeriefolkfest.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ritalewis1/
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